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Banking Intern will work in a supported learning environment to develop an 
understanding of the deposit application process, and acquire comprehensive 
knowledge of the banking industry regulations and best practices.

2003 – 2003
BANKING INTERN - ABC CORPORATION

 Represented the bank to the customer both in conduct and attire in a courteous,
professional manner, and provide prompt, efficient, and accurate service in 
processing transactions and assisting customers with account balance 
information.

 Balanced cash drawer daily; verify and wrap currency; follow teller performance 
guidelines when processing cash differences.

 Received checks and cash for deposit to savings and checking accounts, verify 
deposit amounts, examine checks for endorsement and negotiability, place 
holds on checks as needed and enter transactions into bank records.

 Cash checks and pay money from savings and checking accounts upon 
verification of signatures and customer account balances, process transactions 
on Vertex.

 Inspected all checks, bonds, money orders, savings withdrawals and so forth to 
determine their negotiability.

 Cross-sold bank services, explaining such matters as the various types of 
accounts and certificates, interest, and compounding rates.

 Recommended the use of safe deposit boxes and other services when 
appropriate.

2008 – 2013
BANKING INTERN - DELTA CORPORATION

 Supported in the financial products design by bringing new ideas and market 
research.

 Provided financial services to customer by helping them choose the right 
financial products.

 Helped in the financial condition assessment of loan applications.
 Assisted in the promotions of the bank&rsquo;s services.
 Handled customers&rsquo; complaints.
 Assisted in the industries and companies research.
 Analyzed the stock market trends.
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EDUCATION

Bachelor of Business Administration

SKILLS

Ability to add, subtract, multiply, and divide, using whole numbers, and decimals. 
Ability to compute rate, ratio, and percent.
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